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ABSTRACT As the global warming crisis becomes increasingly serious, decarbonized integrated

electricity-gas system (IEGS) which can reduce CO2 emissions are gradually developed. However, with

high proportion of renewable energy access, the inherent randomness and volatility bring great difficulties

to energy scheduling optimization of decarbonized IEGS. In this article, for reducing CO2 emissions,

meanwhile improving the utilization efficiency of wind power, a novel IEGS architecture with collaborative

operation of power-to-gas (P2G), carbon capture system (CCS) and electric vehicles (EVs) is constructed.

P2G is operated in a refined model combined with H2 storage and captured CO2 by CCS can be further

consumed in reaction of P2G. Besides, EVs are innovatively adopted in IEGS as flexible energy resource to

reduce the impact of wind power fluctuations. Additionally, a multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative

optimization framework is proposed to handle with the uncertainty of wind power, more accurate predicted

wind power can be adopted under this framework. The objective function of constructed IEGS is minimize

the total operating costs, which takes the CO2 processing costs and penalty costs of wind power deviations

into consideration. Numerical studies are conducted with different cases, with the constructed structure and

proposed multi-step optimization framework, the emissions of CO2 can be efficiently reduced and wind

power utilization can be significantly improved, the total operating costs of IEGS can be reduced more than

20% compared with other cases, which demonstrates that the research of this article has better economic

benefits and environmental friendliness.

INDEX TERMS CO2 emissions reduction, carbon capture system, decarbonized integrated electricity-gas

system, power-to-gas, uncertainty of wind power.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the problem of global warming caused by

greenhouse gas emissions has become increasingly serious.

The world is committed to holding global warming below

2.0 ◦C and to pursuing the goal of limiting it to 1.5 ◦C [1].

As one of the most common greenhouse gases, CO2 is the

main cause of global warming [2]. Therefore, how to reduce

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Shuaihu Li .

CO2 emissions while optimizing the scheduling strategy of

energy system has become an issue of extensive research,

especially in integrated electricity-gas system (IEGS) which

is increasingly widely used [3].

With the conversion and integration of multiple energy

sources, natural gas-fired unit (NGU) has become one of

the most widely used approach to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions of system [4]. Compared with conventional fossil

fuel-fired power generation unit, NGU has higher produc-

tion efficiency, faster ramp speed, and especially less CO2
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emissions [5]. Besides using of environment-friendly NGU,

the rapidly developing carbon capture system (CCS) is also

widely applied to reduce the emissions of CO2 in the produc-

tion process of fossil fuel-fired power generation units [6].

Through dealing with flue gas by CCS, large amount of

CO2 can be captured. In addition to the above technologies,

renewable energy, which is a kind of sustainable, efficient and

CO2 emissions free resource, is widely accessed into power

systems to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [7]. However,

due to the inherent randomness and volatility of renewable

energy, a large amount of renewable energy cannot be effec-

tively scheduled and utilized [8]. To solve this problem, one

of the latest and rapidly developing approaches is power-to-

gas (P2G) technology, which can efficiently convert surplus

power caused by fluctuations of renewable energy into hydro-

gen (H2) or synthetic natural gas (SNG) and store it in gas

network [9]. The application of this technology can not only

significantly improve the utilization of renewable energy, but

also consume CO2 in the SNG production process of P2G,

which is perfect for reducing greenhouse gas emissions dur-

ing dispatching of energy system. On the other hand, electric

vehicles (EVs) have been widely used in power systems due

to their low carbon emissions, but few articles have con-

sidered their energy scheduling effect in IEGS [10]. In this

article, in order to improve utilization of wind power and

reduce CO2 emissions in IEGS, not only the P2G andCCS are

adopted in energy scheduling, the flexibility provided by EVs

is also utilized. Furthermore, new optimization framework is

proposed to reduce effect of wind power uncertainty.

A. RELATED WORK

In IEGS, through the widely application of NGU and P2G,

a bi-directional energy conversion architecture was con-

structed between power system and natural gas network,

the coupling relationship between power system and gas net-

work would have deeper impact on the energy scheduling in

energy system [11], [12]. Moreover, for low carbon intensity

target based on an established emissions trading scheme in

China, CCS was increasingly utilized to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions, which has influence on energy dispatching

mode of power system [13]. Also, as a kind of dynamic

energy resource, EVs were widely integrated in economic

dispatch optimization of power system due to their flexibility

and carbon reduction characteristics, which provided multi-

ple ways for energy scheduling [14], [15]. Considering these,

it is necessary and desirable to construct novel models and

search efficient dispatch strategies for IEGS with P2G, CCS

and flexible resources contained.

A considerable amount of researches on the energy dis-

patching of IEGS have been done previously. In order to

obtain the optimal energy dispatching strategy of IEGS, novel

stochastic model was proposed and piecewise linearization

method was adopted to convert the constraints of gas network

in [16], however optimization was only conducted under

day-ahead time scale, the accuracy of obtained strategies

cannot be ensured. A distributed optimization framework

of IEGS was proposed in [17], which took demand side

response and uncertainties into consideration. The uncertain-

ties of distributed generation was dealt with robust uncertain

set, which may lead to excessive convergence. An IEGS

model contained the supply constraint of natural gas and

the uncertainty gas price was proposed in [18], two-stage

stochastic unit commitment problem of IEGS was solved in

it, but flexible energy resource such as EVs, DRP were not

contained in the optimization, economic dispatch problem

was not considered. According to these, this article considers

adopting multi-step optimization to improve the accuracy of

energy strategies and handle uncertainty of wind power with

scenario method, also EVs are incorporated into operation of

IEGS.

Furthermore, with the rapid development of P2G tech-

nology, it has become an important linkage that deepened

the coupling relationship between power grid and gas net-

work, which increases the flexibility of energy conversion and

the difficulty of optimizing energy scheduling strategies in

IEGS. Some researches have studied the energy dispatching

of IEGS with P2G contained. Considering NGU and P2G

simultaneously, bi-directional energy dispatching structure

was constructed to optimize IEGS under steady-state condi-

tion [19]. In [20], an IEGS containing NGU and P2G was

constructed to optimize the energy dispatching of renewable

energy generation. Except for these researches above, as the

P2G technology developed and matures gradually, it can not

only be used to convert electricity directly to SNG, but also

alternatively can be used to produce intermediate product H2

for maximum economic benefit. In [21], P2G was used to

convert exceeded electricity intoH2 which can be stored inH2

storage system, once energy was needed in the future, it can

be used to refurnish electricity with fuel cells. In [22], P2G

was adopted to create H2 through electrolysis when exceeded

electricity was generated due to fluctuations of renewable

energy or price of electricity is low, which can effectively pur-

sue the best operation benefit. In addition to generating H2,

methanation process during operation of P2G can consume

large amounts of CO2, which can be optimized coordinately

with CCS to reduce greenhouse gas emissions of IEGS. CO2

is converted to generate SNG in P2G, and CCS can capture

the needed CO2 for P2G [23]. According to this, through joint

optimization of P2G and CCS, decarbonized energy dispatch

of IEGS can be achieved for less greenhouse gas emissions

and better economic benefits. However, researches above

have only considered the effect of P2G, most of them have

not utilized the flexibility of EVs in the optimization of IEGS.

As a promising and developing approach to provide flexibility

in demand side of multi-energy systems, EVs play an increas-

ingly important role in the process of energy scheduling,

which is necessary to incorporated into the optimization.

With rapid development of vehicle-to-grid (V2G) tech-

nology, the utilization of EVs has been gradually improved

due to their high flexibility and low carbonization [24].

Large number of dispatchable EVs can provide sufficient

flexibility to adjust the supply-demand balance of energy
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system, how to utilize them to optimize the energy flow

considering uncertainties is also the key to energy system

optimization. In [25], the scheduling strategies of distributed

generators, EVs charging demand were optimized, the num-

ber of participated EVs and usage time of them were taken

into account. However, although mobility of EVs was consid-

ered, the uncertainty of renewable energy has not been dealt

with. In [26], the optimal size and location of EVs charging

stations were analyzed, to increase the proportion of EVs

accessed in energy systems. But energy scheduling strategies

of other parts in energy systems have not been researched

in depth. In [27], the utilization of charging stations and

the travel behavior of users were considered to optimize the

distribution and expansion of EVs in energy network. But the

conversion of multiple energy resources has not been consid-

ered. As can be seen, although with the gradual maturity of

rapid charge technology, the dispatching of EVs was studied

mostly in power systems, few of researches has concentrated

on the regulating effect of EVs on energy scheduling in

IEGS under clean renewable energy uncertainty. With the

flexibility provided by EVs, system can achieve better ability

to balance supply and demand, as well as reducing peak load

when renewable energy supply fluctuates. Besides, without

the burning of fossil fuels, EVs are playing an important role

in the decarbonisation of IEGS. Therefore, energy scheduling

with EVs participating need to be further studied.

Except for all those above, as the scale of renewable energy

accessed to IEGS gradually increased, the impact of renew-

able energy uncertainty on energy dispatching become non-

negligible [28]. In [29], uncertainty of renewable resources

was handled with a non-probabilistic information gapmethod

in virtual energy hub. It is worthy of reference, but the

method is more suitable for providing system operators with

alternative scheduling strategies. In [30], [31], robust opti-

mization was adopted to optimal dispatch reserve capacity

and gas storage system, for reducing the impact of renew-

able energy uncertainty. But over convergent results are

easily obtained. On the other hand, although efforts have

been made in analysing the optimization of IEGS under

uncertain conditions in above researches, most of them

just simply consider the optimization under day-ahead time

scale, which apply day-ahead predicted renewable energy as

dispatchable resource. Characteristic of renewable energy,

which is the prediction error of generation would decrease

if the prediction interval is near real-time [32], [33], has

not taken into consideration during the optimization. This

characteristic can be utilized to further reduce the impact

of renewable energy uncertainty on energy scheduling of

IEGS [34]. Besides this, when renewable energy generation

fluctuates, demand response program (DRP) are also efficient

approaches to dispatch energy. In [35], for enhancing the

flexibility of energy scheduling, DRP based optimization

framework was proposed. The operator can decide to supply

exceeded energy to non-critical loads currently or to store it

for future using. According to these above, to achieve the

decarbonized energy scheduling strategies of IEGS under

renewable energy uncertainty, not only EVs andDRP are con-

sidered in this article, but also amulti-step day ahead-intraday

collaborative optimization framework is proposed for energy

dispatch of IEGS.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS

Taking the above descriptions into consideration, this article

aims at constructing an EVs contained decarbonized energy

scheduling model for IEGS, which coordinately optimizes

the CCS and P2G under wind power uncertainty. EVs and

DRP in power grid are considered as dispatchable energy

resources to enhance the flexibility of IEGS. Dynamic time

windowmechanism based multi-step day ahead-intraday col-

laborative optimization framework is adopted to apply more

accurate predicted wind power in energy dispatching. The

Objective of optimization is to minimize total operating costs

in IEGS, which takes the costs of CO2 emissions and the

penalty costs of wind power deviations into consideration,

for pursuing higher utilization of wind power and less green-

house gas emissions. In general, the major contributions of

this article can be summarized as follows.

1) Aiming at decarbonizing the operation of IEGS and

pursuing the best operating costs, multi-step day

ahead-intraday collaborative optimization framework

is proposed to optimize energy scheduling strategies

of IEGS under uncertain condition of wind power,

flexibility provided by EVs and DRP is utilized to

reduce effect of wind power uncertainty. In first step

optimization, IEGS are optimized for their day-ahead

energy scheduling strategies. In second step, energy

scheduling strategies in power grid are further adjusted

based on rolling horizon mechanism, EVs and DRP are

optimized as flexible energy resources in this process.

2) For reducing the greenhouse gas emissions and improv-

ing the utilization of wind power during the operation

of IEGS, CCS and P2G are jointly operated in the

optimization. CCS captures CO2 generated during the

operation of fossil fuel-fired generation unit and deliv-

ers it to P2G, then P2G consumes CO2 in the process of

producing SNG. Besides this, refined operation models

of P2G are adopted in the optimization, it can convert

exceeded electricity to SNG directly, on the other hand,

combiningwith H2 storage system, it is enabled to store

electricity at lower price and refurnish power grid at

higher price, for the best economic benefits of IEGS.

3) In the optimization, the amount of wind power devi-

ations and consumed CO2 are considered as factors

affecting operating costs, so as to pursue higher renew-

able energy utilization and less greenhouse gas emis-

sions. Moreover, different penetration levels of wind

power are compared to analyse the variation of total

operating costs in different cases.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II

constructs the multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative

optimization framework for IEGS. Section III formulates the

mathematical models of IEGS. Relaxation of gas network
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of EVs contained decarbonized IEGS.

constraint are described in Section IV. Finally, the case studies

and conclusions are given in Section V and Section VI,

respectively.

II. MULTI-STEP DAY AHEAD-INTRADAY

COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

With the large-scale access of wind power generation,

the stochasticity and volatility of it makes the optimal oper-

ation of IEGS facing great challenge. Rolling horizon opti-

mization is one of the most useful approaches to reduce

the impact of renewable energy uncertainty [36]. With the

dynamics of optimization time window, it can constantly

modulate the obtained dispatching strategies to satisfy the

change of conditions or update available data. Consider-

ing that the errors of wind power generation increases

with the extension of time horizon, the closer to real-time,

the more accurate predicted results are. Taking advantage of

this, multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative optimization

framework based on rolling horizon mechanism is proposed,

more accurate predicted wind power generation can be uti-

lized to better reduce the influence of uncertainty.

Different components in IEGS are optimized in differ-

ent steps, which mainly considers their differential response

speeds. The specific dispatching components and architecture

of IEGS is presented in Fig. 1. In day-ahead step, the opti-

mization is carried out for the whole IEGS for day-ahead

energy scheduling strategies. P2G is coordinated with CCS

to reduce the emissions of CO2 and improve the utilization

of wind power, meanwhile, it can use the generated H2 to

refurnish power grid through fuel cells. Day-ahead predicted

wind power generation is applied in this step.

As described in the previous section, due to the relatively

large errors of day ahead wind power prediction, there may

be a fluctuation between predicted and actual wind power

generation. Thus, in the second step, more accurate intraday

predicted wind power generation is utilized to reduce the

impact of uncertainty. On the other hand, considering the

slow adjustment speed of the gas network, it can not be

guaranteed that the condition of the network can be restored to

steady-state after the change of scheduling strategies. There-

fore, in this optimization step, only power grid which has

fast response speed is adjusted, EVs and DRP are further

adjusted in this step as flexible energy resources to balance

supply-demand in power grid when wind power fluctuates.

According to the above, the intuitive instruction of multi-step

day ahead-intraday collaborative optimization framework is

shown in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Framework of multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative
optimization.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF EVs CONTAINED

DECARBONIZED IEGS

A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF DAY-AHEAD OPTIMIZATION

In this step, the target is to pursue the minimum operating

costs of the whole IEGS, which contains the costs of opera-

tion Cst
op, the costs of dealing with CO2 CCOst2

and the penalty

costs of wind power deviations Cst
wt . The specific expression

of total operating costs is presented as follows.

minCst
total = Cst

op + Cst
CO2

+ Cst
wt (1)

Operation costs Cst
op mainly contains the generation of

fossil fuel-fired generators and NGU, the costs of gas well

production. Meanwhile, in this paper stochastic scenarios are

generated to simulate the uncertainty of wind power. There-

fore, the probability of different scenarios are considered in
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the objective function. The specific formula is shown as (2).

Cst
op =

Ns
∑

s=1

ρs

NT
∑

t=1

{

Ng
∑

n=1

cnIn(s, t)[G(Pn(s, t)) + Sun(s, t)

+ Sdn(s, t)] +

NGW
∑

ω=1

cgasQω(s, t)} (2)

in which, ρs represents the probability of each uncertain

scenario; NT is the optimization period which is 24 hours

in this optimization step; Ng is the amount of generators in

IEGS, which contains fossil fuel-fired generator and NGU; cn
means the fuel costs of each generator; In is binary auxiliary

variable which present the unit combination state of genera-

tors; G(Pn(s, t)), Sun(s, t) and Sdn(s, t) represent the amount

of consumed fuel caused by produce power, start and stop

operation, respectively; NGW means the number of gas well

in gas network; cgas is the gas price in IEGS; at last, Qω(s, t)

means the amount of purchased gas from gas wells.

The costs of processing CO2 mainly includes the costs

of carbon emissions caused by fossil fuel-fired generator,

the payment of CO2 transmission and storage and the costs

of capturing CO2 from atmosphere which is used in P2G

conversion process. This part of total costs is presented as

follows.

Cst
CO2

=

Ns
∑

s=1

ρs

NT
∑

t=1

{cCO2
[

Nfossil
∑

a=1

µaPa(s, t) −

NCCS
∑

c=1

QCO2
c (s, t)

−

NCS
∑

m=1

QCO2,air
m (s, t)] + cts[

NCCS
∑

c=1

QCO2
c (s, t)

−

NCS
∑

m=1

QCO2,CCS
m (s, t)]+cair

NCS
∑

m=1

QCO2,air
m (s, t)} (3)

in which, cCO2
is the carbon tax price of greenhouse gas emis-

sions; Nfossil represents the amount of fossil fuel-fired gen-

erator in IEGS, Pa(s, t) is the generation of fossil fuel-fired

generator and µa means the production rate of CO2, this

term presents the total generated CO2 from the operation of

fossil fuel-fired generator;NCCS is the number of CCS, which

used to capture CO2, Q
CO2
c (s, t) is the total amount of CO2

captured by CCS; NCS is the number of CO2 storage, which

is combined with P2G facility for CO2 conversion reaction.

Q
CO2,air
m (s, t) means the stored CO2 from atmosphere for the

using of P2G. The first three terms represent the total costs

of carbon emissions in IEGS. cts means the transmission

costs of captured CO2, part of the total captured CO2 is

stored into CO2 storage for P2G conversion process, but the

remaining CO2 needs to be transferred to other places for

future use. Q
CO2,CCS
m (s, t) represents the amount of stored

CO2 from the total captured CO2 of CCS. cair means the

price of capturing CO2 from atmosphere and Q
CO2,air
m (s, t)

is the amount of captured CO2 from atmosphere which used

in P2G conversion process.

The penalty costs of wind power deviations is presented

in (4), which is related to the gap of dispatched wind power

generation obtained after the optimization and actual wind

power generation.

Cst
wt =

Ns
∑

s=1

ρs

NT
∑

t=1

Nw
∑

w=1

cwt [P
f
w(s, t) − Pw(s, t)] (4)

in which, Nw is the number of wind power generator in IEGS;

cwt represents the penalty price of wind power deviations;

P
f
w(s, t) and Pw(s, t) means the scheduled wind power in

optimization and actual wind power generation, respectively.

The deviation between them is considered as the fluctuations

caused by uncertainty.

B. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF INTRADAY OPTIMIZATION

In this step, rolling horizonmechanism is adopted to optimize

the energy dispatching strategy with more accurate predicted

wind power generation. The time interval of optimization is

1 hour in this stage, power grid is further adjusted in this step.

The dispatching strategies related to the natural gas network

are maintained as the results obtained in first step. In addition,

as described previously, EVs and DRP are considered as reg-

ulation means to reduce the impact of wind power uncertainty

on the IEGS. The specific objective function is shown as

follows.

Cnd
total = Cst +

Ns
∑

s=1

ρs

NT
∑

t=1

{

Nw
∑

w=1

cwt [P
f ,nd
w (s, t) − Pndw (s, t)]

+

NDR
∑

d=1

cDRP
DR
d (s, t)]} (5)

in which, Cst means the costs that kept unchanged in this

step, which is obtained in previous optimization. For instance,

the costs related to natural gas network, the processing costs

of CO2 and the generation costs of fossil fuel-fired generator.

The second term in (5) represents the penalty costs of wind

power deviations in intraday optimization, the deviations are

the amount between intraday predicted wind power which is

more accurate and the actual wind power. The last terms are

the compensation costs of DRP.

C. CONSTRAINTS OF POWER GRID

In order to ensure the safe and stable operation of IEGS,

the constraints of power grid must be obeyed during the

optimization process. The balance of supply and demand

energy is presented as (6).

Nfossil
∑

a=1

Pa(s, t) +

Nngu
∑

b=1

Pb(s, t) +

Nw
∑

w=1

Pw(s, t) +

Np2g
∑

p=1

Poutp (s, t)

+

NEVs
∑

u=1

Poutu (s, t) +

NDR
∑

d=1

PDRd (s, t) =

NCCS
∑

c=1

Pc(s, t)

+

Np2g
∑

p=1

Pinp (s, t) +

NEVs
∑

u=1

Pinu (s, t) +

NL
∑

k=1

Pk (s, t) (6)
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in which, Pa(s, t) and Pb(s, t) are the generation of fossil

fuel-fired generator and NGU, respectively; Pw(s, t) is the

scheduled wind power generation; Poutp (s, t) and Pinp (s, t)

represent the scheduling strategies of P2G, which are the

produced power and consumed power in the optimization.

Through jointly operating with H2 storage, P2G is able to

produce power from H2 at time of high economic returns.

PDRd (s, t) are the dispatched energy of DRP and Poutu (s, t),

Pinu (s, t) are the charging and discharging strategies of EVs.

At last, Pc(s, t) means the energy needed for the operation

of CCS and Pk (s, t) represent the electrical load demand in

IEGS.

The limitations of fossil fuel-fired generator, NGU and

wind power generator are shown as (7) to (9).

Pmina Ia(s, t) ≤ Pa(s, t) ≤ Pmaxa Ia(s, t) a ∈ Nfossil (7)

Pminb Ib(s, t) ≤ Pb(s, t) ≤ Pmaxb Ib(s, t) b ∈ Nngu (8)

0 ≤ Pw(s, t) ≤ Pfw(s, t) (9)

in which, (7) is the generation capacity limitation of fossil

fuel-fired generator, and (8) is the limitation of NGU. Total

amount of available wind power is limited in (9).

Considering generators, the constraints of ramping up and

down, the costs of starting up and shutting down and the

minimum on or off time are limited with (10) to (13).


















Pn(s, t) − Pn(s, t − 1) ≤ Rupn In(t) + Pmaxn [1 − In(t)]

+Pminn [In(t) − In(t − 1)]

Pn(s, t − 1) − Pn(s, t)≤Rdownn In(t) + Pmaxn [1 − In(t)]

+Pminn [In(t − 1) − In(t)]

(10)
{

Sun(s, t) ≥ sun[In(t) − In(t − 1)]

Sun(s, t) ≥ 0
(11)

{

Sdn(s, t) ≥ sdn[In(t − 1) − In(t)]

Sdn(s, t) ≥ 0
(12)

{

[T onn (t − 1) − T on,minn ][In(t − 1) − In(t)] ≥ 0

[T offn (t − 1) − T off ,minn ][In(t − 1) − In(t)] ≥ 0
(13)

in which, R
up
n and Rdownn represent the rate of ramping up and

down, which describe the characteristic of generators. sun and

sdn are the costs of start up and shut down of each generator,

which are constants in this article. T on,minn and T
off ,min
n in (13)

are the minimum on and off time limitation of generators.

Storage capacity, charging and discharging rate limitation

of EVs are presented as (14) to (19).

EEVsu (s, t) = EEVsu (s, t − 1) − [Ioutu (s, t)Poutu (s, t)

− I inu (s, t)Pinu (s, t)]1t (14)

Ioutu (s, t) + I inu (s, t) ≤ 1 (15)

Emin,EVsu ≤ EEVsu (s, t) ≤ Emax,EVsu (16)

0 ≤ Poutu (s, t) ≤ Pmax,outu (17)

0 ≤ Pinu (s, t) ≤ Pmax,inu (18)

EEVsu (s, t0) = EEVsu (s,NT ) (19)

in which, (14) presents the relationship between current

capacity and previous capacity of EVs. The constraint (15)

of binary auxiliary variables limits that EVs can not charging

and discharging at the same time. The limitation of total

stored energy in EVs is shown as (16). Pmax,outu and Pmax,inu

are the discharging and charging rate of EVs, respectively.

(19) means that the capacity of EVs at the end of optimization

must be the same with the beginning.

DC power flow is adopted to represent the limitation of

power transmission, which is shown below:

|

NL
∑

l=1

Hij−l[

Nfossil
∑

a=1

ŴlaPa(s, t) +

Nngu
∑

b=1

ŴlbPb(s, t)

+

Nw
∑

w=1

ŴlwPw(s, t) +

Np2g
∑

p=1

Ŵlp[P
out
p (s, t) − Pinp (s, t)]

+

NEVs
∑

u=1

Ŵlu[P
out
u (s, t) − Pinu (s, t)] +

NDR
∑

d=1

ŴldP
DR
d (s, t)

−

NL
∑

k=1

ŴlkPk (s, t)]| ≤ Pmaxij (20)

in which,Hij−l means the power transfer distribution factor of

transmission lines.Ŵla,Ŵlw,Ŵlp,Ŵlu,Ŵld andŴlk represent the

node incidence matrix at row l of fossil fuel-fired generator a,

NGU b, wind power generator w, P2G p, EVs u, DRP d and

electrical load demand k . Pmaxij means maximum power flow

limitation of transmission line ij.

D. CONSTRAINTS OF GAS NETWORK

Due to the increasing coupling between the power grid and

the gas network, the constraints related to the natural gas

network need to be considered. The supply of natural gas

should match the demand as shown in (21).

NGW
∑

ω=1

Qω(s, t) +

Np2g
∑

p=1

Qp(s, t)

=

NGL
∑

gl=1

Qgl(s, t) +

Nfossil
∑

a=1

Qa(s, t) +

Npipe
∑

mn=1

Qmn(s, t) (21)

in which,Qω(s, t) represents the amount of gas required from

the gas wells. Qp(s, t) is the gas generated from P2G facility.

Qgl(s, t) andQa(s, t) are gas load demand in gas network and

the consumed natural gas of NGU, respectively. The last term

of (21) means the gas flow in each gas pipeline, which is often

described by Weymouth equation (22).

Qmn(s, t) = sgn[πm(s, t), πn(s, t)]Cmn

√

|π2
m(s, t) − π2

n (s, t)|

sgn =

{

1 πm(s, t) ≥ πn(s, t)

−1 πm(s, t) < πn(s, t)
(22)

where mn is the index of gas pipelines, m and n are the

nodes of natural gas network. sgn is a symbolic function that

determined according to the pressure of nodes at the end of
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pipeline. Cmn is the Weymouth constant which depends on

the characteristics of pipeline. πm(s, t) and πn(s, t) are the

pressures of node m and n, respectively.

−Qmaxmn ≤ Qmn(s, t) ≤ Qmaxmn (23)

πminm ≤ πm(s, t) ≤ πmaxm (24)

The limitations of gas flow in each pipeline and pressure

of each node are presented as (23) and (24). Qmaxmn limits the

allowable range of gas flow in pipeline mn, and πminm , πmaxm

are the safe pressure of each node.

E. CONSTRAINTS OF NGU

In this article, the consumed natural gas of NGU can be

modeled as (25).

Qb(s, t) =
[G(Pb(s, t))Ib(s, t) + Sub(s, t) + Sdb(s, t)]

HHVCH4

(25)

in which, G(Pb(s, t)) represents the consumed fuel of NGU

for producing power, which commonly presented as a

quadratic function.HHVCH4
is the higher heat value of natural

gas, which usually be considered as 1.026 MBtu/kcf.

F. CONSTRAINTS OF P2G

In this article, P2G facility can be used to convert electricity

to H2 or SNG which can be stored in natural gas network.

Excess wind power can be consumed with the utilization of

P2G, besides this, the generated H2 from P2G can be stored

in H2 storage facility in this article. By this way, P2G can not

only convert excess power to natural gas, but also can convert

electricity to H2 when price of power is low, and consume

H2 to refurnish power grid through fuel cell when electricity

price is high. The specific architecture of P2G is shown as

Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Architecture of P2G facility.

The operation process of P2G involves two steps, which

are water electrolysis and methanation. In water electrolysis

step, electricity is converted into H2 as follow.

H2O
Electricity
−−−−−→ H2 +

1

2
O2 1H = +285kj/mol (26)

during this reaction, the generated H2 can be calculated

with (27).

QH2
p (s, t) =

Pinp (s, t)η
H2
p

HHVH2

(27)

in which, Q
H2
p (s, t) is the amount of generated H2. P

in
p (s, t)

represents the consumed power by P2G and η
H2
p is the conver-

sion efficiency of converting electricity energy to H2, which

is commonly considered as about 60%. HHVH2
is the high

heat value of H2.

In methanation step, the generated H2 can be used to

synthesize SNG as follows.

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O 1H = −165kj/mol (28)

CO2 would be consumed in this reaction, which reduces the

gas emissions of IEGS. The consumed CO2 and generated

CH4 can be modeled as follows.

QCO2
p (s, t) = QH2

p (s, t)εH2→CO2
(29)

QCH4
p (s, t) = QH2

p (s, t)εH2→CH4
(30)

where εH2→CO2
and εH2→CH4

represents the conversion coef-

ficients of H2 to CO2 and CH4, respectively.

The input power of P2G is limited as (31), in order to

maintain safety during the operation of P2G.

Pmin,inp ≤ Pinp (s, t) ≤ Pmax,inp (31)

in which, Pmin,inp and Pmax,inp are the limitations of power

consumption rate.

H2 storage facility and fuel cell are cooperated with P2G

facility in this article, so as to enable P2G to refurnish power

grid through consuming H2. All the generated H2 in electrol-

ysis reaction is stored in the H2 storage system.

Q
H2,in
HS (s, t) = QH2

p (s, t) (32)

The capacity and operation constraints of H2 storage are

presented as (33) to (37).

E
H2
HS (s, t) = E

H2
HS (s, t − 1) − [Q

H2,out
HS (s, t) − Q

H2,in
HS (s, t)]1t

(33)

E
min,H2
HS ≤ E

H2
HS (s, t) ≤ E

max,H2
HS (34)

0 ≤ Q
H2,out
HS (s, t) ≤ Q

max,H2,out
HS (35)

0 ≤ Q
H2,in
HS (s, t) ≤ Q

max,H2,in
HS (36)

E
H2
HS (s, t0) = E

H2
HS (s,NT ) (37)

in which, E
H2
HS (s, t) represents the capacity state of H2 storage

system. Q
H2,out
HS (s, t) and Q

H2,in
HS (s, t) are the amount of H2

injected and withdrawn by storage system, the maximum

values are limited as (35) and (36). To ensure sustainable

operation, the capacity of H2 storage at the end of optimiza-

tion is set to be the same as the beginning, which is described

as (37).
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Besides this, the released H2 can be used for two pur-

poses: synthesizing CH4 and generating electricity. It can be

described as follow.

Q
H2,out
HS (s, t) = Q

H2,out,CH4
HS + Q

H2,out,FC
HS (38)

whereQ
H2,out,CH4
HS represents the amount of H2 which utilized

to produce SNG, the other term means the H2 consumed to

refurnish power grid through fuel cell.

The electricity generated by fuel cell is depend on the

consumed H2 [37], which can be represented as follow.

Poutp (s, t) = ηFCQ
H2,out,FC
HS (s, t) (39)

in which, ηFC is the efficiency of fuel cell system, which

is commonly considered as 55%. Q
H2,out,FC
HS (s, t) is the con-

sumed H2 from H2 storage system to refurnish power grid.

G. CONSTRAINTS OF CCS

During the generation process of fossil fuel-fired generator,

flue gas would be generated and vented. CCS can capture

large amount of CO2 from flue gas, for reducing the green-

house gas emissions and saving total operating costs. The

specific architecture of CCS mainly consists of absorber,

stripper and CO2 storage system. The captured CO2 can be

transported for further utilization, or stored in the storage to

synthesize SNG in this article.

Because of the joint operation of fossil fuel-fired generator

and CCS, part of the energy generated by fossil fuel-fired

generator is used to meet the demand of load, while another

part is used to supply CCS. The generated power can be

presented as follow.

Pa(s, t) = Ptotala (s, t) − PCCSc (s, t) (40)

where Pa(s, t) is the energy injected into power grid.

PCCSc (s, t) is the energy consumed by CCS.

The amount of CO2 contained in the flue gas can be

calculated with (41), which is depended on the total generated

power and the CO2 emission intensity of producer.

QCO2
(s, t) = µCO2

Ptotala (s, t) (41)

The energy consumption of CCS is related to the amount

of treated CO2, which can be expressed as:

PCCSc (s, t) = φcQ
tre
CO2

(s, t) + C (42)

0 ≤ QtreCO2
(s, t) ≤ QCO2

(s, t) (43)

in which, φc is the efficiency of CCS in consuming energy

to deal with CO2. Q
tre
CO2

(s, t) is the amount of treated CO2,

which is limited in (43). C is a constant which represents the

fixed energy consumption during the operation.

At last, the captured CO2 of CCS can be calculated as

follows.

QCCSCO2
(s, t) = βCCSQ

tre
CO2

(s, t) (44)

where βCCS represents the CO2 capture rate of CCS, which

is less than 90 %.

With the utilization of CO2 storage system, the captured

CO2 can be stored for synthesizing SNG. The injected CO2

of storage could come from CCS and atomosphere, which is

presented as follow.

Q
CO2,in
CS (s, t) = Q

CO2,in,CCS
CS (s, t) + Q

CO2,in,a
CS (45)

IV. SECOND-ORDER CONE RELAXATION OF GAS

NETWORK CONSTRAINTS

Natural gas network is one of the most complex nonlinear

systems in this world. Due to high nonlinearity of constraints

in gas network, such as (22) and (25), the optimization of

IEGS becomes nonconvex and hard to solve with available

commercial solvers. Second-order con (SOC) relaxation is

one of the most effective and widely used methods for con-

vexification. In this article, SOC relaxation is used to convert

the optimization into a mixed integer nonlinear program-

ming (MINLP) problem for solving with commercial solver.

Specifically, (25) can be converted to SOC form directly as

(46), the tightness of relaxation can be ensured because that

in the process of minimizing objective, unnecessary natural

gas consumption of NGU would be eliminated to reduce the

total costs.

Qb(s, t) ≥
[G(Pb(s, t))Ib(s, t) + Sub(s, t) + Sdb(s, t)]

HHVCH4

(46)

For constraint (22), by introducing binary auxiliary vari-

ables I+mn and I
−
mn to represent the direction of gas flow in the

pipeline, this highly nonlinear constraint can be reformulated

as a MINLP form as (47) to (48), where pm is the squared

node pressure.

[I+mn(s, t)−I
−
mn(s, t)][pm(s, t)−pn(s, t)] = [

Qmn(s, t)

Cmn
]2 (47)

I+mn(s, t) + I−mn(s, t) = 1 (48)

Furthermore, (47) can be replaced with (49) to (53), so that

the constraint can be further relaxed into anmixed integer sec-

ond order cone programming (MISOCP) form [38].

ψmn(s, t) ≥ [
Qmn

Cmn
]2 (49)

ψmn(s, t) ≥ pn(s, t) − pm(s, t) + [I+mn(s, t) − I−mn(s, t) + 1]

× (pminm − pmaxn ) (50)

ψmn(s, t) ≥ pm(s, t) − pn(s, t) + [I+mn(s, t) − I−mn(s, t) − 1]

× (pmaxm − pminn ) (51)

ψmn(s, t) ≤ pn(s, t) − pm(s, t) + [I+mn(s, t) − I−mn(s, t) + 1]

× (pmaxm − pminn ) (52)

ψmn(s, t) ≥ pm(s, t) − pn(s, t) + [I+mn(s, t) − I−mn(s, t) − 1]

× (pminm − pmaxn ) (53)

Equation (49) to (53) are McCormick envelope [39]–[41]

used to bound ψmn. When (49) is tight, SOC constraints (49)

to (53) can be used to replace constraint (47). By this way,

gas flow constraint in gas network would be converted to

MISOCP form which can be solved with commercial solver

such as CPLEX.
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FIGURE 4. Structure of IEGS.

TABLE 1. Prices adopted in the optimization.

V. CASE STUDIES

Amodified IEEE 6-bus power system combined with 6-node

natural gas system is utilized in this article to verify the

validity of the proposed multi-step day ahead-intraday col-

laborative optimization framework. Refined operation model

of P2G is applied to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, EVs

andDRP are further considered to provide flexibility to IEGS.

Several different cases are analyzed to demonstrate the effect

of optimization, all these cases are implemented on Matlab

R2016b platformwith a Core I7-6700, 3.40GHz, 16GBRAM

personal computer, MISOCP problem is solved by Yalmip

and CPLEX solvers.

The modified IEGS is shown in Fig. 4. The power grid

contains two generators, which are fossil fuel-fired gener-

ator G1 and NGU G2. G1 is located at bus 1 and G2 is

connected at bus 6. One wind farm WT is located at bus

5. P2G is connected at bus 3 for energy conversion. Seven

transmission lines connect each bus in power grid. CCS is

operated with fossil fuel-fired generator G1 for greenhouse

gas capturing. H2 storage system is combined with P2G for

refined operating of it. Three electrical loads are located at

bus 2, bus 3 and bus 4, respectively. DRP are considered

in these buses, which account for 30%, 40% and 40% of

total load in buses. EVs are considered as the model of

aggregator for energy dispatching, and they are connected at

bus 2 to provide flexibility for IEGS. Some prices adopted

in the optimization is listed as Table 1, the carbon tax price,

payment for delivering CO2 and price for capturing CO2 form

atmosphere are set as 120 RMB/ton [42], 30 RMB/ton [43]

FIGURE 5. Predicted wind power and electrical demand in IEGS.

and 500 RMB/ton [44], respectively. The compensation costs

of DRP is set as 60 RMB/MW and the penalty cost for wind

power deviation is considered as 350 RMB/MW.

With consideration the uncertainty of wind power, different

generation scenarios of wind power are considered in the opti-

mization, scenario generation method based on Monte-Carlo

simulation and scenario reduction method are utilized to sim-

ulate the fluctuations of wind power. 1000 scenarios are gen-

erated and then scenario reduction is adopted until 5 scenarios

are remained [45]–[47]. Except for wind power scenarios,

the predicted electrical load of power grid, gas load of gas

network are presented in Fig. 5, also the actual wind power

generation in the period of optimization is considered as

known, which is utilized to reflect the wind power deviation

after each optimization cases. In Fig. 5, the peak values of

electrical load, wind power generation, gas load are 256 MW,

128.4 MW and 6000 kcf, respectively.

EVs are dispatched as an aggregator to further accommo-

date the energy scheduling strategy in IEGS. According to

literature [48], the maximum amount of dispatchable number

of EVs is 6000, and in each time interval, the total operated

EVs are different, besides, based on the total demand of

EVs, the percentage of dispatchable EVs can change within

a range, 80%-95% of total demand is considered as the

fluctuations of dispatchable EVs in this paper. The minimum

and maximum capacity provided by EVs are 5 MWh and

100 MWh, minimum and maximum rate of charge and dis-

charge are 1 MWh and 80 MWh, respectively. Fig 6 shows

the total dispatchable load of EVs in each time interval.

The optimization of IEGS under five cases are ana-

lyzed, for demonstrating the effect of proposed multi-step

day ahead-intraday collaborative optimization framework on

reducing the influence of wind power uncertainty, and role of

P2G on improving the utilization of wind power.
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TABLE 2. UC strategies of generators in case 1 to case 3.

FIGURE 6. Dispatchable load of EVs.

1) Case 1: Single-step day ahead optimization of IEGS

without P2G and CCS.

2) Case 2: Single-step day ahead optimization of IEGS

plus P2G.

3) Case 3: Single-step day ahead optimization of IEGS

plus P2G and CCS.

4) Case 4: Multi-step day ahead-intraday optimization of

IEGS plus P2G and CCS.

5) Case 5: Multi-step day ahead-intraday optimization

under different penetration levels of wind power.

A. EFFECT ANALYSES OF CCS AND P2G

In this article, CCS is jointly operated with fossil fuel-fired

generator to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and P2G facil-

ity is utilized to improve the utilization of wind energy.

The optimization results of case 1 to case 3 are compared

to demonstrate the effect of CCS and P2G. In these cases,

the optimization is conducted under day-ahead time scale,

predicted wind power generation and demand in Fig. 5 is

utilized during the accommodation. Besides, EVs and DRP

are operated as flexible energy resources.

After day-ahead optimization for three cases, the hourly

unit commitment (UC) strategies of generators can be

obtained and are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that the

strategies of the three cases are the same. Analysing from the

obtained UC strategies, it can be known that fossil fuel-fired

generator G1 is kept on working during the optimization

period due to lower fuel costs, while natural gas generator

G2 with higher generation costs is used as complement, for

balancing the supply and demand when the energy supply

FIGURE 7. Abandoned wind power.

in IEGS can not meet the demand in some periods, such as

11h and 13h-18h. In these periods, wind power generation

is relatively reduced, however the energy demand in whole

IEGS is increased, thus G2 is started to compensate for the

deficiency of electricity.

In these three cases, P2G and CCS are added successively

to verify the effectiveness of them in improving the utilization

of wind power and reducing CO2 emissions, therefore after

the optimization of each case is completed, the abandoned

wind power and released CO2 in three cases are compared.

Taking advantage the scenarios of wind power generation

in Fig. 5 in the optimization, Fig. 7 presents the abandoned

wind power in each case. It can be seen clearly from this

figure that, in three cases, wind curtailment occurs when the

predicted capacity of wind power is larger than the electrical

demand, such as 5h and 23h. Further analysing the compar-

ison results of three cases, conclusions can be obtained as

follow:

1) In case 1, P2G and CCS are not considered, power grid

and gas network are coupled with NGU. Under this system

structure, the excess wind power can not be converted to

natural gas and injected into the gas network for future use,

therefore the abandoned wind power in this case is the largest

as presented in Fig. 7, the specific value of it is 94.28 MW.

2) In case 2, P2G facility is utilized to in IEGS,

bi-directional energy conversion structure is constructed

between two energy networks. Under this structure, wind

power can be further used by converting it to gas and stored in

gas network, which can consume part of wind power when it

is abundant. Consequently, it can be seen that the abandoned
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FIGURE 8. Deviation of wind power.

wind power in case 2 is relatively reduced compared to case 1,

the specific value in this case is 54.29 MW.

3) In case 3, the structure of IEGS is further improved,

both P2G and CCS are contained and operated jointly, which

presented as that the captured CO2 by CCS can be delivered

and used by P2G facility. Moreover, P2G is operated in a

more refined model combined with H2 storage, it can convert

electricity into H2 and stored in the storage temporarily after

the demand of electrical load is satisfied, when the power

supply is insufficient or the trade price of electricity rises,

the stored H2 would be converted into electricity by fuel

cells to refurnish the IEGS. Under this mode of collaborative

operation, CCS provided the needed CO2 for P2G with lower

costs, while reduce the costs of carbon tax by consuming

CO2. Through this way, the conversion of excess wind energy

from P2G can be further facilitated to pursue higher overall

system revenue. As seen from the obtained results in Fig. 7,

with the collaborative operation of P2G and CCS, the aban-

doned wind power in case 3 is the smallest in these cases,

the specific value is 44.84 MW.

Compared with the results of case 1 and case 2, the aban-

doned wind power in case 3 is reduced by 52.4% and 17.4%,

respectively. From this comparison, it can be intuitively seen

that, with utilization of energy conversion effect of P2G and

CCS, the abandoned wind power during the operation of

IEGS can be significantly reduced, which effectively saving

the total operating costs of system.

According to the amount of abandoned wind power

in Fig. 7, the scheduled wind power in each case can be

obtained as Fig. 8. Due to different system structure in three

cases, the utilization of wind power is different. In case 1 with

no P2G and CCS, large amount of wind power can not be

converted, the deviations between dispatched wind power

and actual wind power is relatively big, as can be intuitively

concluded from the comparison of wind power deviations

in Fig. 8. It can be seen that in time period 5h, the deviation

in case 1 has reached a peak of 24.53 MW. By contrast, with

the utilization of P2G and CCS in case 3, less wind power

FIGURE 9. Charging and discharging strategies of EVs.

is abandoned due to energy conversion between two energy

networks, the dispatched wind power is much closer to actual

wind power situation. As shown in Fig. 8, the deviations in

this case is the smallest in most time periods compared with

that of the other two cases, especially in 6h, the deviation is

reduced to 0.37 MW. In this article, larger deviations of wind

power would cause more penalty costs, which increases the

total operating costs of IEGS. Therefore, it can be concluded

from the comparison above that, considering P2G and CCS in

IEGS can efficiently improve the utilization of wind power,

so as to save the total operating costs of IEGS.

In addition to P2G’s regulatory role, EVs, as a promising

dispatchable resource in integrated energy system, is further

adopted to adjust the energy scheduling strategies of IEGS

under the fluctuations of wind power. Combined with DRP

regulation, EVs and DRP provide IEGS with a high degree of

flexibility in energy scheduling. Through the excitation effect

of electricity price during the optimization period, the optimal

charging and discharging strategies of EVs and the planning

strategies of DR in three cases can be obtained, which are

compared in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Under the incentive effect of time-of-use (TOU) electric-

ity price, EVs in IEGS would dispatch stored energy for

pursuing lower system operating costs. In time periods with

valley electricity price, EVs would charge their batteries from

energy network, as in the time periods before 8h in Fig. 9.

While in other time periods with peak valley electricity price,

EVs would participate to the dispatching and release energy

for saving total operating costs in IEGS, it can be seen from

Fig. 9, in time periods 10h to 22h, the amount of released elec-

tricity from EVs is clearly increased. Furthermore, in these

periods, the discharging electricity of EVs in case 3 is rela-

tively more than the other two cases. It can be concluded that

the IEGS with structure in case 3 can better save total oper-

ating costs in an uncertainty environment. Similar with dis-

patching strategies of EVs, the optimal scheduling strategies
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FIGURE 10. Planning strategies of DR.

of DR presents the same energy scheduling trend as shown

in Fig. 10, due to different electricity price. In time periods

with high price as 14h to 21h, DR loads would be shifted

to the other time periods such as 5h to 9h and 23h to 24h,

for reducing total energy demand in peak electricity price.

Through the flexible energy scheduling of EVs and DRP,

during the operation of IEGS, not only the balance of supply

and demand can be ensured, but also the total operating costs

can be effectively reduced. It demonstrates that considering

the scheduling effect of EVs and DRP reasonably in IEGS is

of great significance.

The other focus of this article is the environmental friend-

liness of IEGS, which mainly considers the greenhouse gas

emissions during operation. Due to the increasingly serious

environmental crisis, this has gradually become a matter

of great significance and must be paid attention to. As the

main components of greenhouse gas, CO2 mainly produced

because of the operation of fossil fuel-fired generator. In order

to prove that case 3 with P2G and CCS in this article is more

friendly to environment, total generated total generated CO2

in three cases are compared in Fig. 11. In case 1 without P2G

and CCS, the produced CO2 from fossil fuel-fired generator

can not be consumed, which would be released and punished.

It can be seen clearly that the amount of emitted CO2 in

this case is the largest. In case 2, P2G is utilized to convert

excess electricity into natural gas, during this process, part of

CO2 can be consumed in methanation reaction as presented

in figure, however the amount of consumed CO2 is relatively

small, because P2G can only work when electricity is suf-

ficient in case 2. Therefore, CO2 emissions should be less

than that of case 1, which can also be known from this figure.

By contrast, in case 3 with P2G and CCS, most CO2 from the

flue gas produced by fossil fuel-fired generator can be directly

captured, delivered and stored, which can effectively reduce

the emission of CO2. As seen in Fig. 11, the amount of CO2

emission is the least of three cases. Although it takes costs to

deliver and store captured CO2 for future use, the curtailed

FIGURE 11. Comparison of CO2 emission.

FIGURE 12. Dispatching strategies of H2 storage system.

CO2 emission reduces the total operating costs caused by

greenhouse gas emission.

On the other hand, refined operation model of P2G is

considered in case 3, reaction of power to hydrogen and

methanation reaction are separated. P2G is combined with

H2 storage system, which makes it can convert electricity in

those period without excess wind power. Under this operation

model, the dispatching strategies of H2 storage mainly incited

by TOU electricity price. Using the flexibility provided by

H2 storage, P2G can convert electricity into gas for future

use in period with low electricity purchasing costs, and use

stored energy with fuel cells in period with high electric-

ity price. As shown in period 15h to 22h with peak elec-

tricity price, the storage system mainly releases stored H2

to refurnish IEGS for pursuing lower total operating costs.

Fig. 12 presents the withdrew and released hydrogen amount
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TABLE 3. Comparison of operating costs in case 1 to case 3.

FIGURE 13. Total operating costs of IEGS in case 3.

of H2 storage in case 3, as well as the obtained electricity

under this operation model. According to this, it can be

calculated that the total revenue produced by this part of

energy is 15246.87 RMB, which proves that considering

refined operation model of P2G is of great significance to the

operation of IEGS.

From above comparisons of case 1 to case 3, it can be

naturally concluded that, with the collaborative operation of

P2G and CCS, and flexibility provided by EVs and DRP,

the utilization of wind power can be effectively improved,

also CO2 emissions can be significantly reduced. All of these

advantages can be reflected in the economic benefits of the

total operating costs, as shown in Fig. 13. Total operating

costs mainly contains gas supply costs of gas wells, gener-

ating costs of generators, punishment costs of wind power

deviations, dispatching costs of DRP, CO2 gas emission costs,

CO2 transfer and storage costs, H2 generation costs and

saved costs by P2G conversion. It can be seen that, except

for needed costs to meet energy demand in both networks,

the other main costs is the penalty of wind power deviation,

this also proves that using P2G and CCS to improve utiliza-

tion of wind power is necessary.

In order to present the costs of each part more intuitively

and compare the total costs of each case, Table 3 lists the

total costs of three cases and components of each case.

It can be seen clearly from this table that, less wind power

is abandoned in case 3 due to the collaborative operation

of P2G and CCS, the penalty costs of wind power devia-

tions is the least. CCS effectively captures CO2 produced

by generator, although it takes costs to transfer and store

captured CO2 for future use, still the saved costs of CO2 gas

emissions is less than that in other two cases. Furthermore,

flexible operating models of hydrogen storage in case 3 also

effectively pursue better overall operating costs for IEGS.

With total costs of 839349.77 RMB, the operating costs of

case 3 is savedmore than 21.9% compared with that of case 1,

and more than 21.2% compared with costs of case 2. It is

further demonstrated that with considering P2G, CCS and

EVs in IEGS can significantly reduce total operating costs

for integrated energy system.

B. EFFECTIVENESS OF MULTI-STEP DAY AHEAD-INTRADAY

COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

According to analyses above, IEGS with P2G and CCS in

case 3 can better optimal energy scheduling strategies, the uti-

lization of wind power can be improved and the environmen-

tal costs can be saved. However, although scenario method is

adopted to simulate the uncertainty of wind power in case 3,

with utilization of day ahead predicted wind power genera-

tion, still there are relatively large prediction errors which

leads to a large gap between scheduled and actual wind power,

the accuracy of obtained energy scheduling strategies can
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TABLE 4. UC strategies of generators in case 4.

FIGURE 14. Predicted wind power of multi-step day ahead-intraday
collaborative optimization framework.

not be guaranteed. To this end, for obtaining more accuracy

predicted wind power to reduce the effect of uncertainty,

a dynamic multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative opti-

mization framework is proposed in this article. With dynamic

optimization time window, predicted wind power under intra-

day time scales which has smaller prediction errors can be

utilized in the optimization. The predicted wind power and

generated wind power scenarios under intraday time scale are

presented in Fig. 14. Compared with predicted wind power

under day ahead time scale in Fig. 5, it can be seen clearly that

predicted wind power in proposed optimization framework

is much more accuracy. For making better comparison with

single-step optimization, the proposed optimization frame-

work is conducted in case 4, and the optimal results of case

4 is compared with that of case 3.

First of all, in Table 4, the obtained hourly UC strategies

of generators in case 4 are presented. For fossil fuel-fired

generator G1, in order to keep balance of supply and demand

in IEGS, its still operated in all the periods, however for NGU

G2, states in some periods are changed compared with that in

case 3. This is mainly due to the difference of predicted wind

power in two cases. Also because of this, in case 4, optimal

strategies of EVs and DRP, abandoned wind power and wind

power deviations also different with that of case 3, as can be

seen in Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

In Fig. 15, the dispatching strategies of EVs and DRP

in case 4 is compared with that obtained in case 3. From

the figure it can be seen that, in case 4, with the utilization

FIGURE 15. Strategies of EVs and DRP.

FIGURE 16. Abandoned wind power in case 4.

of multi-step day ahead-intraday optimization framework,

the adopted predicted wind power which has less errors

makes the obtained energy scheduling strategies more accu-

racy, as seen in this figure, the electricity released from

EVs and loads curtailed from DRP in periods 13h to 22h in

case 4 are relatively more than that in case 3, as the electricity

price is at peak point in these periods, more released electric-

ity of EVs and curtailed loads of DRP would significantly

reduce the operating costs of system. It proves that the flexi-
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FIGURE 17. Deviations of wind power in case 4.

bility provided by EVs and DRP can better reduce the effect

of wind power uncertainty on operating costs.

In Fig. 16, the abandoned wind power in case 4 is presented

and compared with that in case 3. It is clearly that in those

periods which wind power generation is larger than electrical

demand, such as 5h to 10h, the amount of wind power cur-

tailment in case 4 is effectively reduced. On the other hand,

in Fig. 17, the amount of scheduled wind power obtained with

the proposed optimization framework is also compared with

the results of single-step day-ahead optimization, due to that

more accuracy intraday predicted wind power is adopted in

case 4, thus optimization process can accommodate energy

scheduling strategies more reasonable, the utilization of wind

power can be improved which results to less wind power

deviations, as seen in this figure. With this advantage,

the penalty costs of wind power can be significantly reduced,

which proves that proposed optimization framework is more

economical for IEGS.

In Fig. 18, the operating costs of each component in case 4

is presented, with proposed multi-step day ahead-intraday

optimization framework, the utilization of wind power is

further improved, and the dispatching strategies of flexible

resources such as EVs and DRP are more accuracy, as a

consequence, the economic benefits of these improvements

result in a reduction in IEGS operating costs in Case 4. It is

obvious in this figure that costs of wind power deviations is

significantly reduced compared with case 3 in Fig. 13, which

efficiently saves the total operating costs of IEGS.

For an intuitive comparison, the total operating costs of

case 3 and case 4 are listed in the Table 5. It can be seen

clearly that, due to improvement of wind power utilization

and accurate operating of flexible energy resources, the costs

of each component in case 4 is reduced compared with that of

case 3, the total operating costs in case 4 is 667358.43 RMB,

which is about 20% reduced than costs of case 3. It is demon-

strated that the proposed multi-step optimization framework

can save the operating costs of IEGS to a considerable extent.

According to the description and comparison in this

section, with utilization of dynamic optimization time win-

dow, the proposed multi-step day ahead-intraday framework

can effectively reduce the waste of renewable energy com-

pared with single-step optimization, more accuracy predicted

wind power generation adopted in the optimization makes

the scheduling strategies of flexible energy resources more

economically rational, which demonstrates that the proposed

optimization framework is much more suitable for the energy

scheduling of IEGS.

FIGURE 18. Total operating costs of IEGS in case 4.
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TABLE 5. Comparison of operating costs in case 3 and case 4.

TABLE 6. Comparison in case 5 under different wind power penetration levels.

FIGURE 19. Predicted wind power with different penetration levels.

C. ANALYSES OF ENERGY STRATEGIES UNDER DIFFERENT

WIND ENERGY PENETRATION LEVELS

Although it is demonstrated that the proposed optimization

framework is effective in improving the utilization of wind

power, with the continuous expansion of wind power scale, its

optimization performance under different penetration levels

of wind power still needs to be analyzed. In this section,

the optimizations under 45%, 50% and 55% wind power

penetration level are conducted and compared. Predicted gen-

eration conditions of different levels of wind power are shown

in Fig. 19. With larger penetration level, more wind power is

adopted in the optimization.

With proposed optimization framework, similar dispatch-

ing strategies of each components in IEGS can be obtained

and listed in Table 6, as presented in previous sections, total

operating costs is utilized to evaluate the optimality of the

obtained energy scheduling strategies. As shown in this table,

the specific operating costs under different wind power pene-

tration levels are compared, in which, the results correspond-

ing to 45% wind power is obtained in the optimization of

case 4 above. From the comparison in this table, it can be

concluded that, with the increase of wind power penetration

level, the costs of generation and gas supply can be reduced.

This is mainly because the more wind power is utilized to

supply the demand in IEGS. However, more wind power is

abandoned because of the expanded scale of wind power.

It can be seen that the penalty of wind power deviations

of 55% wind power case is almost 6 times more than that

of 45% wind power case, as shown in the table. On the

other hand, in IEGS with higher wind power penetration

level, the costs of CO2 gas emissions and CO2 transfer are

relatively reduced, which makes the energy network more

environmental friendly.

From the analyses above, it can be concluded that, although

the proposed optimization framework can effectively improve

the utilization of wind power, the scale of accessed wind

power still needs to be researched. A reasonable amount of

wind power should be used in IEGS, so that to reduce the

operating costs of the system, while maintaining the environ-

mental friendliness.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for improving utilization of wind power under

uncertain conditions, meanwhile achieving transformation to

decarbonization of environment friendly integrated energy

system by reducing CO2 emissions, the optimization of

energy scheduling strategies in IEGS is studied.

With consideration of penalty costs of abandoning wind

power and emitting CO2, P2G, CCS and EVs are syner-

gistically optimized in IEGS, to improve the wind energy

efficiency and reduce the greenhouse gas emissions. P2G

is operated in a refined model, which can not only convert

excess electricity into natural gas, but also can stored electric-

ity with H2 storage for higher revenue. CCS is also combined

with P2G to effectively reduce the CO2 gas emissions during

the operation. EVs are dispatched as flexible energy resources

for saving total system operating costs. Simulation results

demonstrate that, with consideration of P2G, CCS and EVs

in IEGS, the system operating costs can be reduced more

than 17.4%.
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On the other hand, considering the effect of wind power

uncertainty, a multi-step day ahead-intraday collaborative

optimization framework is proposed and adopted in the opti-

mization of IEGS.With the mechanism of dynamic optimiza-

tion time window, more accuracy predicted wind power can

be used to make the dispatching strategies of each compo-

nents more reasonable and economical. From the simulation

comparisons in 5 cases, it can be concluded that the collabo-

rative optimization of P2G, CCS and EVs and the adoption of

proposed optimization framework can effectively improve the

utilization of wind power, meanwhile significantly reduce the

CO2 gas emissions in IEGS. Reflected in the economic bene-

fits, with more reasonable dispatching strategies of each part

in IEGS, the total operating costs can be reduced about 20%

than the single-step optimization framework, which further

demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed optimization

framework in the article.

As future research, integration of multiple kinds of

renewable energy resources in IEGS, such as wind power,

photovoltaic energy and biomass energy, is considered as

the aiming of further work. Meanwhile, promising flexible

energy resource such as hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and opti-

mization of multiple IEGSs are also planned to be contained

in future research, for more economical and practical energy

dispatching strategies of integrated energy systems.
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